Asia Regional Concentration

China
- CHN* 245 Chinese Popular Culture
- CHN/RELI 241: Intro to Chinese Religions
- CHN/POL 460: US & China Relations in the Modern World

East Asia
- EAS*/RELI* 358: Tibetan Buddhism
- EAS 466: Japanese and Chinese Nationalism
- EAS 484B: History of East Asian Buddhism

Japan
- JPN 245: Japanese Anime and Visual Culture
- JPN*/RELI* 220: Religion in Japanese Society
- JPN 310: Japanese Literature and War

Spend eight weeks of your summer in Hong Kong, one of the largest financial centers in the world!

Complete business courses at a local university in Tokyo, Japan or Hong Kong!

Pair with critical languages study in Korean, Japanese, or Chinese, or add an East Asian Studies minor

"The most valuable experience that I gained from this summer abroad was being immersed in an extremely diverse company. I loved this because it made me believe that a global career is a possibility for me. It was amazing to immerse myself into Hong Kong both inside and outside of work." - Eller Hong Kong Internship, Summer 2019

Complete listing of available classes can be found at: https://eller.arizona.edu/programs/undergraduate/global-programs/global-business-program